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Knowledge-based Development of Reliable Software Systems
Experience has shown that it is extremely difficult and costly to build reliable and secure distributed real-time embedded software systems. Yet these are precisely the systems responsible for superior US military capability, and their overall practical value is increasing. A principal reason that these systems are hard to build is that they are inherently complex and hard to understand and specify. Because of these problems, serious design flaws are not discovered until late in the implementation process when correcting them is extremely expensive. Dealing with these questions is one of the most important challenges for coinputer science. The Verification and Automated Reasoning research group at Cornell is developing formal methods and tools for the design, implementation, verification and optimization of software systems to address these problems. As a basis for efficient and practical correctby-construction and secure-by-construction distributed programming we have developed a prototype Logical Programming Environment (LPE) that includes an extensive collection of automated reasoning tools.
Our experience has shown that describing system requirements, models and components in a declarative fashion can significantly reduce the above difficulties and enable bolder designs that can be trusted. Therefore, a digital library of formal algorithmic knowledge (FDL) is one of the key components of our logical programming environment. The library contains vast amounts of highly structured mathematical knowledge and enables researchers and programmers to search for knowledge that is relevant for the development of specific software systems. It provides a logical organization of the material so that it becomes more widely usable and shared among researchers and programmers involved in creating more reliable hardware and software. The library also includes logical accounting mechanisms to accomplish the highest standards of correctness and accuracy currently imaginable while enabling researchers to contribute new formal algorithmic knowledge to the repository that was originally developed in a variety of formal systems.
Our research group is active in two DoD-related research areas "* We are developing formal reasoning tools for our logical programming environment that aim at providing automated support for the development of secure, reliable, autonomous, distributed, real-time, and embedded software systems. "• We are applying these tools to state-of-the-art DoD applications such as a networked information systems, security protocols, and autonomous engagement protocols.
In the past 20 years the Verification and Automated Reasoning research group has made fundamental contributions to programming technology and demonstrated that they apply in practice. We have provided evidence that our methods are effective [LKvR+99, LvRB+01, BKvRC01, BKvRL01, Kre04] and described the theoretical advances on which our work rests [Con97, Con98, CHOO, Kop02]. We have developed a logic of events [BC03, Con04] for I naturally specifying distributed computing tasks, for reasoning about events, for verifying protocols, and and for synthesizing correct distributed processes through formal reasoning. We have built prototype implementations of the logical programming environment and the formal digital library [Hic0l, ABC+02] The new computation infrastructure funded by this AFOSR grant allowed several researchers to perform heavy-duty theorem proving tasks simultaneously. This means that multiple library processes and logic-editors, and between 24 and 60 proof engines (refiners), model checkers, and SAT solvers could be active at the same time, each requiring between 500MB and 4GB of memory. The equipment also allowed external users to browse, search, combine, and add formal material to our knowledge base. The Verification and Automated Reasoning research group was involved in several DoDrelated research projects that aim at an increased capability to protect the nation's software infrastructure through the use of formal reasoning, theorem proving, and knowledge management techniques. The main thrust of these activities was to make formal logical tools capable of solving difficult DoD tasks, to use them for the development of reliable safetycritical DoD software systems, and to make formalized algorithmic knowledge and logical software development tools accessible to researchers and programmers, thus providing highly automated support for educating a new generation of researchers and programmers in the systematic design of reliable software.
Specific Equipment Purchased
Most of our research experiments are based on our prototype Logical Programming Environment (LPE). The logical programming environment includes an extensive collection of automated reasoning tools and is centered around a digital library of formal algorithmic knowledge (FDL), which provides the tools necessary for structuring, organizing, verifying, and authenticating the library contents well as the necessary services to make the formal knowledge widely usable and shared among researchers and programmers. The formal digital library is already connected to three major theorem proving environments and includes a variety of algorithms together with the corresponding declarative knowledge. To enable a worldwide user community to contribute new formal material to the common repository we have made our prototype FDL accessible through the web at http://www.nuprl. org/FDLProj ect/fdl-online .html.
The new instrumentation enabled us to integrate more and stronger reasoning tools into the logical programming environment and to import the library contents of existing proof and verification systems into the FDL, which in turn would increase the research community's ability to create more formal knowledge.
In the following we describe the DoD research projects in which our group is involved.
AFRL Information Assurance Institute:
Verification of Security Protocols 
* Source of support: AFOSR/AFRL
Our research group is involved in the joint AFRL/Cornell Information Assurance Institute (IAI). The IAI fosters collaboration between researchers of the Airforce Research Laboratory at Rome, NY and of Cornell's computer science department by supporting activities aimed at developing a science and technology base to enhance information assurance and the trustworthiness and reliability of networked systems.
Our research efforts in the IAI are directed to bringing formal reasoning techniques to bear in networked information systems, particularly in applications that are of interest for the Airforce Research Laboratory, in order to increase the security and quality of service provided by these systems. Our research group is active in two IAI tasks.
In our first task, our research aims at increasing the trust in a Networked Information System by giving a precise characterization of its end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) behavior and by verifying critical QoS properties using formal reasoning tools. By quality of service we mean security and performance properties that characterize the entire set of executions but are not necessarily satisfied by each individual execution and by precise characterization we mean a high-level description in the formal language of some theorem proving system.
To support the verification of QoS properties, we are developing automated reasoning tools for our Logical Programming Environment that are capable of verifying system properties based on verifications of component specifications and that derive the requirements on the components from the desired QoS properties of the complete system. These tools will then be used to verify critical quality of service properties for a small set of example applications that are of interest for the Airforce Research Laboratories, such as AWACS Tracking, Data Management and Routing, and JBI publish & subscribe mechanisms.
In our second task, we are working on the verification of a key security protocol of Cornell's On-Line Certification Authority (COCA), called Asynchronous Proactive Secret Sharing (APSS), which enables replicating COCA at multiple sites without becoming more vulnerable to attacks. APSS is a complicated protocol on which the security features of COCA depend heavily.
We are using our logic of events to formalize properties of the APSS protocol and explore the use of knowledge-based message automata for this task. Having set up this framework, we can use our LPE to verify knowledge-based protocols and to synthesize them from knowledgebased specifications (in terms of what an adversary should not know). We will simulate the arguments used in strand spaces [THG99] in our logic of events, and to go beyond them by using an approach based on algorithmic knowledge [FHMV95, HPO1] , where agents only know what they can compute according to some algorithm, to model the resource-bounded nature of an adversary's knowledge. Together with our colleague Bart Selman we contributed to a project that aims at developing the next generation of reasoning technology for use in large-scale knowledge-and information-intense intelligent systems. In order to achieve this goal, the design of new inference methods will be combined with techniques for controlling the computational cost of large scale reasoning technology.
Specifically, we helped extend the breadth and performance of the formal reasoning tools in our logical programming environment by integrating SAT solvers, model checkers, proof planning, and proof agent techniques. The automated reasoning power of SAT solvers has proven itself to be unexpectedly effective on a large class of problems, and there is promise that our research will significantly enlarge this class. One of the most promising areas for expanding the range of use is into the realm of applied interactive theorem proving. In this DoD project we cooperated with ATC-NY in the development of a mathematically based tool, SCorES (Synthesis of Correct Embedded Systems) that provided automated support for specifying, developing, verifying, and synthesizing real-time distributed systems at a high level of abstraction.
AF
Pioneering work at Cornell has addressed the difficulties of implementing and maintaining reliable and efficient distributed systems by demonstrating how to model and analyze distributed and real-time behaviors mathematically but great effort is needed to make the resulting techniques applicable.
The collaboration between Cornell and ATC worked to extend declarative and constructive program development methods to distributed and hybrid systems. In this paradigm, specifications are stated declaratively in a logical language and development steps are inferences in a logic for the programming domain, which makes sure that programs are correct by construction. The logic is implemented and supported by editing, refinement, verification and information management tools. SCorES used our logical programming environment and its rich mathematical library to provide reasoning tools and hooks to modules for code synthesis and simulation.
Summary
All of our DoD-related research efforts depend on our ability to bring our logical programming environment and its formal digital library to bear in practice. They provide reasoning tools capable of making significant contributions to the development of high-assurance software systems in large-scale DoD applications. They are crucial for the research community's ability to rapidly produce formal knowledge and, consequently, more reliable and secure software, which in turn will provide a basis for protecting the nation's critical software infrastructure.
The instrumentation played an important role in making this happen, enabling Cornell researchers to run processor-and memory-demanding software, thus increasing their productivity when dealing with difficult DoD applications.
